Intuitively, proteins in the same protein complexes should highly interact with each other but rarely interact with the other proteins in protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks. Surprisingly, many existing computational algorithms do not directly detect protein complexes based on both of these topological properties. Most of them, depending on mathematical definitions of either "modularity" or "conductance", have their own limitations: Modularity has the inherent resolution problem ignoring small protein complexes; and conductance characterizes the separability of complexes but fails to capture the interaction density within complexes.
INTRODUCTION
Based on the inherent topological structures of protein complexes [?] , prediction of protein complexes can be formulated as searching for subnetworks that are densely connected inside and well separated from the rest of the PPI networks. Many algorithms aim to find complexes with those properties, but none of them consider the internal and external connectivity at the same time. We propose a twostep algorithm FLCD to detect protein complexes that have dense interactions inside and sparse interactions outside in a given PPI network. We compare our FLCD with three stateof-the-art overlapping complex prediction algorithms, which 
FLCD ALGORITHM
FLCD consists of the following two steps.
Searching for a low-conductance set H * v
Given a starting protein v, our goal is to find a protein set H * v with low conductance including v. We first apply the algorithm proposed in [?] to find a potential set H with low conductance, then the minimum-conductance set H * v in H is identified through solving a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem exactly. More formally, we first approximate the personalized PageRank vector of v by (I + D −1 A) is the underlying probability transition matrix of the lazy random walk. We apply the local algorithm in [?] to efficiently approximatep ≈ p(α, v). Then we sort the nodes based onp and attain an ordered set H = {v1, v2, ..., vn}, whose elements satisfyp(vi) >p(vi+1). From [?], we that know the top ranked nodes in p(α, v) may form a low-conductance set, which inspires us to find the low-conductance set within top k elements in H through solving the following mixed integer programming problem.
min:
x T d H s.t. xv = 1, xi ∈ {0, 1}. The induced subnetwork Gv with respect to the protein set H
